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 gift or commodity: what changes hands in the U.S.
 garage sale?

 GRETCHEN M. HERRMANN-State University of New York, Cortland

 At one place, we bought a pile of plants.... I was so excited that I could get all this stuff that I actually
 couldn't afford any other way. And she kept bringing me plants free because she was so excited I was
 buying all this stuff. And I was there feeling guilty, because the prices were less than a tenth of what they
 would be at any of the going places.... And she kept throwing in extra stuff for free, and thanking me ...
 She was an older woman, probably in her late fifties or early sixties, a little bit deaf, but she absolutely
 loves those plants.... It was the first time I've really seen anyone get so excited at the thought that she
 was passing on a part of her existence to someone else, and really sort of checking out to see if these
 plants were getting a good home. .. It wasn't at all about business or even about making money. I don't
 even know why she really does it.

 -Leslie Howard,1 garage sale shopper

 On a typical Saturday morning in almost any city, town, or suburb in the United States, people

 climb into their cars to drive to the homes of strangers. There they attend garage sales, where
 shoppers examine and purchase a wide array of used household possessions at a fraction of
 their retail cost. Since money changes hands, these informal exchanges could be viewed as
 merely small-scale secondary markets, of little theoretical interest to anthropologists and other
 social scientists. Yet there is much more to these transactions than a simple recommodification
 of personal possessions. Although money is exchanged for most garage sale goods, it is often
 token payment. There are many instances of almost giveaway prices; outright acts of giving are
 common, especially to children, struggling young folks, the elderly, and those who appear in
 need. In some cases the price is lowered in a giftlike gesture or as a result of bargaining. There
 are also "free boxes" from which shoppers select items, with no payment expected. Since the
 items that change hands have, for the most part, been used, something of the owner is also
 passed along with their goods, and, since they are personal possessions, they are embedded
 from the start in a web of social relations.

 In this article I address the dynamic tension between gift and commodity as it plays out in
 the U.S. garage sale.2 I hope to complicate static models of exchange by demonstrating that
 garage sale transactions can fluctuate between gift and commodity,3 or partake of both at the
 same time, depending on the social relations of specific transactions. The venue of the garage
 sale-situated partly in the private realm of the home and partly in the public sphere of
 commerce-and the norms attendant on each arena provide the potential for actors to construct
 transactions that are more or less giftlike or commodity-like. Here transactors actively construct

 The U.S. garage sale incorporates elements of both gift and commodity exchange
 in a dynamic tension, one that complicates traditional characterizations of gift and
 commodity as oppositional and mutually exclusive. Despite its apparently mar-
 ketlike mechanisms, much of garage sale exchange also partakes of the character
 of gift giving. The elasticity in pricing in this home-based exchange allows sellers
 to take social relations into account, so that objects that change hands become
 hybrid varieties of "inalienable commodities." [gift, commodity, informal ex-
 change, garage sales, United States]

 American Ethnologist 24(4):910-930. Copyright o 1997, American Anthropological Association.
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 meanings that are unique to specific exchanges, often rendering items inalienable, even within
 the context of overtly commodified exchange.4 I also argue for the theoretical utility of
 maintaining the gift-commodity distinction in the context of Western culture, where it serves to

 outline the contours of this hybrid form of exchange.

 I will also address how, in the guise of straightforward market exchange, another more
 complex and multilayered kind of transaction takes place, in which the particular meaning is
 created through each unique transaction. This modeling of garage sale transactions on a market
 metaphor, even when they are giftlike, has several implications. It allows us to join the growing

 number of scholars who reject the prevailing view that the West is strictly a market economy.
 It also illustrates that the rhetoric of the market has become so dominant that alternative forms

 of exchange must be presented as market transactions. In this essay I contribute another case
 analysis to the increasingly nuanced picture of the social relations of exchange. The U.S. garage
 sale is a complex site that provides the potential for specific exchanges to be constructed as
 gifts or commodities, or as exchanges with elements of both; these constructions occur at the
 moment of exchange according to the style of social interaction involved and according to the
 various perceptions of the transactors. As Debbora Battaglia (1994) advocates, I emphasize the
 social relations of exchange rather than the items that change hands.

 gift and commodity

 It is a testament to the power of Mauss's classic essay The Gift (1967[1925]) that it is still the
 starting point for most discussions of gift exchange, although his text has been subject to
 considerable comment and elaboration (e.g., Carrier 1990a, 1991; Durham 1995; Gregory
 1980, 1982; Hyde 1983; Parry 1986; Sahlins 1972; Thomas 1991; Valeri 1994). Mauss speaks
 of a giver and recipient who are bound together through the objects or services given in an
 interdependent relationship. The Maussian gift is inalienable, in that something of the original
 owner always remains with it, and it establishes ties of reciprocity or interdependency between
 people. At least since Mauss, gift exchange has been viewed as part of a socioeconomic totality
 found only in traditional preindustrial societies.

 In the West, birthplace of industrial capitalism, it is commonly accepted that alienable
 commodities change hands in market exchange; Mauss was in part concerned to address what
 he saw as the historical separation of economic relations from social relations in the West.
 Commodities, following Marx, are usually seen as (manufactured) products intended for market
 exchange within the capitalist mode of production; they are marked by the alienation of their
 production and the impersonality of their exchange. In contrast, gifts, in the Maussian tradition,

 are socially engaged and a binding force in society. Gregory's frequently cited definitions
 provide a good basis for discussion: commodity relations occur in "the exchange of alienable
 objects between transactors who are in a state of reciprocal independence," while those of the

 gift occur in "an exchange of inalienable objects between people in a state of reciprocal
 dependence" (Gregory 1980:640).

 As Gregory's definition demonstrates, gift and commodity have been constructed as inher-

 ently opposed to one another in much of the anthropological literature (e.g., Gregory 1980,
 1982; Hyde 1983; Taussig 1980). "In this view," Appadurai observes, "gift exchange and
 commodity exchange are fundamentally contrastive and mutually exclusive" (1986:11). Much
 recent scholarly attention has focused on formulating a more nuanced view of this oppositional
 gift-commodity relationship. While some (Carrier 1992a; Godelier 1977; Gregory 1980, 1982)
 maintain the gift-commodity distinction, they do explore how the two types of exchange can
 coexist in differing contexts within and on the borders of the same society. Others have
 challenged such fundamental notions as the inalienability of the gift (Parry 1986), commodity
 exchange among only independent transactors (Stirrat 1989), and the social cohesion engendered

 gift or commodity? 911
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 by gift relations (Bercovitch 1994). Valeri (1994) argues the need to view gift and commodity

 in marriage exchange among the Huaulu as engaged in a dynamic, transformative tension with
 each other.

 Appadurai attempts to mute the tension between gift and market exchange through the
 construction of what he terms the "politics of value," focusing on how exchange creates value.

 The garage sale case is a good illustration of his thesis that "it is the things-in-motion that
 illuminate their human and social context" (1986:5), and his observation that objects go in and

 out of commodity status is most apt in the garage sale context. The relative emphasis of his essay

 on status relations, political concerns, and objects themselves, however, does less to elucidate

 the garage sale situation, and Appadurai's theory of the social life of things also obscures the
 distinction between gift and commodity. Although Nicholas Thomas (1991) acknowledges that

 the gift-commodity distinction has become exaggerated and polarized and is struck by the extent

 to which objects can be decontextualized and transformed in differing contexts according to
 Appadurai's formulation, he takes Appadurai to task for relinquishing the gift-commodity
 distinction: "To abandon the distinction altogether seems to obscure precisely the factors which

 mark the biographies of objects and sometimes break them apart through recontextutalization
 and transgression" (1991:29). Like Thomas, I find the distinction a fruitful way of elucidating
 the social relations of particular exchanges, especially in the West where garage sale actors
 construct their experience of exchange within the context of these general templates.

 Cumulating scholarship suggests that the characterization of certain sociocultural areas as
 either gift or market economies has also been overdrawn. Carrier (1 992b) argues that the process

 of "Occidentalizing" the West-that is, naturalizing and essentializing it as a market econ-
 omy-has resulted in neglecting elements of gift relations there. The ostensibly market-driven
 West contains pockets of gift communities, such as exchange among groups of urban poor (Dow
 1977; Lowenthal 1975; Stack 1974), household economies (Carrier 1992b; Corrigan 1989),
 offerings in the scientific community (Hyde 1983), and the exchange of presents (Cheal 1988;
 Davis 1972, 1992). Like the garage sale, some sites of exchange combine social and market
 relations, such as the sell ing of Tupperware at parties (e.g., Davis 1 973). Even labor contributions

 beyond production levels set by a firm have been framed by an economist (Akerlof 1984) as
 partial gift exchange, in recognition of social relations of the workplace. Although artistic
 offerings can be viewed as gifts (Hyde 1983) in the West, Flores (1994) finds that different
 enactments of the drama "Los Pastores" can act as gifts or commodities according to the social

 relations surrounding their presentations.
 John Davis (1992) advocates an intriguing way out of the need to presuppose an underlying

 reality separating gift-based from market-based societies. He recommends categorizing types

 of exchange into repertoires, derived from local perspectives, and treating exchanges as
 multiple, discrete forms. Davis views all exchange as more or less embedded in social relations,
 an approach that is entirely appropriate to the garage sale. While it is an appealing way to
 handle disparate styles of exchange, this approach nonetheless also loses the capacity, as
 Thomas similarly noted with regard to Appadurai's framework, to compare multiple exchange

 systems, since here, too, the gift-commodity distinction is lost. Davis's classification of types of

 exchange is also so diverse that more than a half a dozen of those listed under the British
 repertoire would be found in the garage sale.5 Although this approach solves some problems
 and has the merit of recognizing that all forms of exchange involve social relations that can be

 specifically described, it has the unfortunate effect of creating an unwieldy "laundry list"
 approach to models of exchange, and this makes comparisons difficult.

 I argue here that, in the garage sale, the metaphor of the market-that is, all the apparent
 trappings of buying and selling-simultaneously cloaks and facilitates a web oftransactions that
 are often as much as or more socially engaged as economically rationalized. Garage sale
 exchange is "modeled" (Gell 1992) after commodity exchange, but such exchanges are not

 912 american ethnologist
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 confined to the rationalized economic exchange based on this market template. In this sense,
 the garage sale is similar to the auction. Although auctions are held as models of rational,
 individualistic economic behavior by neoclassical economists, Smith (1989) argues that real
 auctions incorporate multilevel social realities and embrace a range of expressive, socially
 engaged, and interpretive-as well as rationalized-individualistic practices. As part of the
 increasingly dominant "free market" rhetoric, the market model of exchange has attained
 unquestioned hegemony in Western culture. Yet, as Dilley (1992) observes, the metaphor of
 the market is an elastic one; it can be used to subsume a variety of exchange forms, all labeled
 as market transactions but constituted by different social and cultural constructions.

 In this article, I use James Carrier's (1990b, 1994) definition of the term possession to speak

 of the gift end of garage sale exchange. Since garage sale goods are already appropriated and
 broken in by their original owners, they are possessions, a term Carrier uses to distinguish items

 that involve Maussian embeddedness in relationship:

 At one pole are what I call possessions, objects that inalienably bear the personal identities of the people
 who have them, of those from whom those people received them, and of the personal relationship
 between givers and receivers.... At the other pole are what I call commodities, objects that carry no
 personal identities, being alienated from those who have them, from those from whom they received
 them, and from the relationship between givers and receivers. [1994:361]

 In late 1 7th-century England, possessions were sold from shops, which were then emerging
 from home-based enterprises. Shopkeepers made relatively little distinction between family and
 business, a context bearing some resemblance to the contemporary garage sale insofar as the
 goods were derived from the home and the transactions occurred as an extension of domestic
 relations. Another similarity is that most garage sale goods are literally personal possessions
 imbued with the identities of their owners. I continue to use the term gift in this article in order

 to avoid the potential confusion of using Carrier's term possession, particularly since that term
 would obscure the connotation of gift and gift relations, given that the items sold in the garage
 sale are personal possessions in the commonly accepted use of the term.

 the garage sale setting

 Since they first became popular in the late 1960s, garage sales have become a perennial part
 of the U.S. landscape. As long as the weather permits, they flourish in small cities, towns,
 suburbia and, less often, as stoop or apartment sales in densely populated urban areas, primarily
 on Fridays and weekends. During the 1970s selling household cast-offs was legitimized for
 middle America by newspaper and magazine articles as a way to clean house "for fun and
 profit" (Herrmann and Soiffer 1984). Their numbers continued to rise in the 1970s and began
 to level off in the 1980s, by which time they were firmly established as a form of informal trade

 and housecleaning throughout the United States and Canada. I have estimated that between
 6.5 and 9 million sales are held annually in the United States and that between 1.5 and 2 billion
 dollars change hands in these endeavors each year.

 For the purposes of this article, I define a garage sale as the informal sale of personal
 possessions from within or next to a private residence. A garage sale usually contains a variety
 of goods, primarily from the household, that have most often already been used there. Items
 generally belong to the seller(s) or some neighbor(s,) relative(s), or other participant(s), rather
 than having been purchased for resale. Garage sale goods sell at a wide range of prices, but
 almost always well below comparable retail levels. While most garage sales operate for at most
 a few days, some, operated by semiretailers, may be quasipermanent (Herrmann and Soiffer
 1984). Garage sales include a range of events, from single family sales to neighborhood sales,
 but they exclude selling done by paid intermediaries (e.g., estate sales) and by for-profit dealers
 who disguise their businesses (such as the sale of antiques or odd lots) as garage sales. In practice,
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 the definitions can become blurred, and most shoppers do not like making precise distinctions

 as long as they can get a bargain.6 Terms describing garage sales vary by geographical region
 and personal inclination, but include yard sales, lawn sales, carport sales, porch sales, moving
 sales, barn sales, tag sales, and many others.

 Although there is much variation in the garage sale, regular participants share a vision of a
 "proper" garage sale. Such a sale is held at a respectable residence and offers an array of clean
 (usually household) goods in reasonable condition at low prices. Ideally, at least some of the
 goods should be of quality brands or of collectible interest. Even better are sales in which the
 sellers primarily want to dispose of their things and therefore sell at especially low prices.
 Overall, exchange in the garage sale is expected to be more personal than that of conventional
 stores since, at least in "legitimate" garage sales, they feature the proprietors' cast-offs. So
 important is it that the goods being sold should belong to the seller that one long-time shopper

 phrased it explicitly:

 I guess for me there's a sort of ethic about garage sales. They're [items for sale] supposed to be yours. It
 really should be something you had or your neighbor had. I don't like sales where people are selling stuff
 they specifically bought to resell.... Buying to resell just seems sort of slimy. It just doesn't seem like fun
 any more. It starts feeling more like a real store. It feels too commercial. It doesn't feel social anymore on
 that level. Then they are always people who are outrageous about prices. They tend not to bargain....
 They're not fun at all.

 This statement of a common perception establishes that a "good" or "proper" garage sale is less
 commercial and more socially engaged than the marketplace, in part because sellers exchange
 their own used possessions. But they are also good because they do not try to extract as much
 money as possible for their used goods. Sales where sellers seek to maximize their revenues are
 not considered good, even by most other sellers.

 Expectations of "good" or "proper" shoppers are less concrete than those surrounding sales,
 and they primarily concentrate on avoiding excesses. Aside from a homogenized view of a
 respectable middle- or working-class person, proper shoppers are expected not to arrive too
 early, not to bargain too much ("want something for nothing"), to be respectful of (and perhaps

 even appreciative of) the sellers' goods and property, to buy at least a token item, and to purchase

 goods for their own use or for those in their extended network. Dealers and others who buy in
 order to resell are not considered proper shoppers. They are likely to come early, before the
 scheduled start of the sale, thus breaching the sellers' hospitality, and they may bargain
 relentlessly. Shoppers who overstay or who are in some way obnoxious or offensive are also
 not considered proper.

 Garage sale participants are primarily from middle- and stable working-class occupations.7
 Sellers in proper sales must own enough goods to hold a sale; they tend to cluster in their thirties

 and forties, when children are at home and their clothes and paraphernalia need periodical
 clearing out. Some rural poor hold perpetual sales (Herrmann and Soiffer 1984) on trafficked
 roads; some urban elderly, struggling welfare recipients, as well as the unemployed, try to
 supplement their income through repeated selling. These participants, however, operate more
 on a business footing and, since they often buy to resell, do not fit the ideal of proper garage
 sale participation.

 Although observation and the overwhelming response of sellers indicate that "all kinds" of
 people attend garage sales, shoppers, too, tend to cluster in the middle- and working-class strata.
 Shoppers in their twenties, thirties, and forties predominate, since they are establishing house-
 holds and raising families. Market researchers have determined through random telephone
 interviewing that a half or more of the population sampled attend garage sales (O'Reilly et al.
 1984; Reichen et al. 1979) and that the income of shoppers is slightly higher than that of
 nonshoppers (O'Reilly et al. 1984). Although most adult Americans have attended a garage sale
 at some time, a fluctuating group of regular shoppers attends disproportionately.8 Occasional

 upper-class shoppers may participate in sales, often for the recreational value, and they
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 sometimes hold sales of their own (e.g., Texas Monthly 1990). The truly needy, such as welfare

 recipients, do not frequent sales. They may not have access to automobiles, the necessary
 disposable cash, and the middle-class presentation of self that facilitate garage sale exchange.
 The rural poor attend sales when they have the gas money. The economic importance of sales

 in the lives of participants varies. Graduate students, the unemployed, the working poor,
 immigrants, and those establishing households may find garage sale consumption a necessary
 "survival strategy" (Herrmann 1990; Herrmann and Soiffer 1984). Financially established
 participants tend to shop for recreation or to supplement their consumption elsewhere and to

 hold garage sales as a means of housecleaning.
 My research indicates that individuals from most religious backgrounds participate in sales.

 Among some groups, the thrift involved in shopping at sales can be highly valued. In Dundee,
 NY, for example, numerous Mennonites attend the annual town-wide sale, riding bicycles and
 horse-drawn carriages. In the more cosmopolitan Ithaca, NY, area, shoppers include Tibetan
 monks, Egyptian Muslims, and adherents of a range of Christian and Jewish groups.

 While garage sale shoppers and sellers may know each other from other settings, especially
 in a small town, most transactions occur between strangers or partial strangers. Garage sales

 can provide the context for neighbors to come to know one another since neighbors are attracted

 by the informal open invitation to the public to stop by and look over the garage sale goods.
 Some neighborhood sales have even been organized as a means of luring neighbors out of their
 houses for interaction. There is certainly overlap between the people who hold sales and those

 who shop at them, but not enough to speak of a bounded garage sale community or culture.
 Further, the motivations for participation are varied: it would be hard to delimit a common set

 of beliefs and practices that characterize participants as a group distinguishable from others in
 American society.

 Despite the heterogeneity of the garage sale participants, there are some common values that

 should be noted. The overarching ethos holds that people who participate in sales are "just
 folks." While not eliminated, markers of class are relaxed in the garage sale setting. Shoppers
 and sellers wear casual clothes; formal titles and language are almost never heard. It is relatively

 easy for shoppers to present themselves as regular, respectable, friendly people by virtue of their

 dress and demeanor. Sellers, however, cannot fully escape association with the prestige of their

 neighborhood and the type and quality of the goods they offer, although they generally attempt

 to come across as cordial and friendly. The garage sale ethos includes a generalized friendliness
 and overall egalitarianism. Other social markers, such as gender, race, ethnicity, and sexual
 orientation clearly affect garage sale transactions, and social inequalities are certainly repro-
 duced in garage sale exchanges, but such social distinctions are often muted in importance by
 the face-to-face egalitarian style of the exchange.9

 A salient feature of the garage sale is that this quasicommercial activity proceeds from the
 home, combining features of proprietary hospitality and socializing with other features more

 appropriate to commerce. Sometimes this produces an uneasy tension and uncertainly about
 rules of behavior.10 That this admixture transpires in and around the home and that, in
 consequence, public commerce and private hospitality are juxtaposed are very important
 elements in establishing the range of social relations found in this exchange. Sellers "give" sales

 from their homes; their advertisements-be they signs on the road or postings in the newspa-
 per-serve as invitations to the general public to attend their sales. Analogies with social events

 are clear and the style of relating in the garage sale is, like informal entertaining, friendlier and

 more intimate than the idiom prevailing in most conventional stores.11 Public and private are

 brought together in an unusual synthesis in the garage sale, and women (the primary garage
 sale participants 2) combine their traditional domestic concerns with those of public commerce

 to play a key role in creating the mixed and multilayered nature of garage sale exchange
 (Herrmann 1995, 1996).
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 garage sale goods as commodities

 On first inspection, the garage sale appears to be little more than small-scale market exchange

 that takes place at private residences. Goods are arranged and often displayed as they are in
 stores; similar items, such as books or children's clothes, are generally grouped together. Sales
 are usually advertised in local newspapers and by signs placed along the roads. Items are priced,
 with payment expected in cash or check. The overt model of the garage sale is that of a store.
 One mother recently told her four-year-old son that they were going to his friend Nicholas's
 "store" as they walked across the street to his family's garage sale. Garage sales have check-out
 areas, cash boxes (sometimes even cash registers), and proprietors.

 Most of the items sold in the garage sale were originally purchased as conventional
 commodities in an advanced industrial society and used by their owners. They are the
 manufactured effluvia of late 20th-century American households: coffeemakers, towels, lamps,

 basketballs, and file cabinets. Some items, such as crafts and works of art, may not be completely

 commodified, insofar as they are handmade and often bear the signatures of their creators
 (Carrier 1991); they are thus more personal and inalienable than most commodities. Antiques
 and collectibles, which may have their own market values, also sometimes turn up at sales,
 usually as prestige objects. The overwhelming majority of the goods, however, consists of the
 fungible, mundane consumer goods that have at one time been purchased as new commodities.

 It is the act of selling possessions, or converting them to a monetary value, that (re)commodi-
 fies them in the garage sale context. Appadurai (1986) and Kopytoff (1 986) remind us that things

 may go in and out of commodity status, as part of what Kopytoff (1 986) calls their "life histories";

 goods enter a recommodified phase in the garage sale. Attaching a price to these goods allows
 them to (re)circulate in the contemporary market economy, where earlier face-to-face means

 of distributing used goods to those who could use them (e.g., clothing exchanges or extended
 kinship networks) have largely vanished.

 The amount of money paid for goods, however small, is, ironically, the grease that enables
 goods to circulate. Making money is a major reason for holding a sale, but it is by no means
 the only one. As I have articulated elsewhere in an extended typology of sellers and shoppers
 (Herrmann and Soiffer 1984),'3 hierarchies of motivations for holding a garage sale include
 routine housecleaning, disposing of goods before relocating, recycling, socializing, curiosity,
 and generating cash to pay bills or to cover household extras. In any given sale and in any
 exchange within that sale, the social relations can be more or less giftlike and, in the final
 instance, it is the seller who controls the social relations of the exchange. But even sellers with

 the most rationalized of motives do their best to pass on their advantages to others. A perpetual

 seller in Los Angeles who offers weekly garage sales to supplement the meager welfare check
 that supports her and her son explained to me, "People want a good deal. I give them that"
 (Curtiss 1992:A1).

 There is a renewed interest in the idea that, instead of some invisible, impersonal hand of the

 marketplace, pricing goods in the formal economic system is, in essence, a social and cultural
 activity (e.g., Alexander 1992; Dilley 1992; Prus 1985). A similar point is made by Smith (1989)
 about auctions and can also be found in the literature on flea markets (e.g., Belk et al. 1988).
 The garage sale also provides the potential for participants to create a sense of justice (Soiffer
 and Herrmann 1987) by adjusting the price to the circumstances of the specific exchange,
 thereby constructing a "just price" (Gudeman 1992) for the objects. In the garage sale the main
 expectation is that items will sell for significantly less than at retail (or discount) stores-that, in

 short, shoppers will get a bargain. This expectation is met at almost all garage sales, but there
 is tremendous variation in the difference between garage sale and retail prices. The same coffee

 mug may be priced at 25 cents or $1 at two different sales, but still provides a large discount
 from its original $8 retail price. Sales contain an enormous range of items and few sellers have
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 a command over the retail value of all the items they are selling. It is thus understandable that

 uneven pricing should even occur within a single sale. Sellers who are primarily interested in

 maximizing their revenues tend to price higher than is the norm, while those who are primarily

 housecleaning will probably price at lower figures. That we can even speak of a "norm" or a
 modal range, however, indicates that there is something of a garage sale market14 distinct from,
 and with lower prices than, the retail market.

 In that sellers do not need to derive a profit from the sale of their possessions, the garage sale

 defies the formal logic of the marketplace. This is the key point about recommodifying
 possessions in the garage sale: the price need not cover sellers' costs, since these are personal
 possessions, which have presumably already been bought, paid for, and used. The fact that
 sellers do require profits and indeed do not usually need to recommodify their possessions at

 all limits the degree of commodification of goods in the garage sale setting. This is why pricing
 can be so enormously elastic and subject to such a wide range of going rates. Sellers are free
 to charge widely divergent prices or even to give things away.

 Sellers admit that pricing items is one of the hardest activities in holding a sale, especially in

 respect of items about which they know little. Nevertheless, comparison, whether implicit or
 explicit, always has the effect of pegging the price of garage sale goods to retail prices and, for

 those who attend garage sales, to going rates at other sales.15 It is common to hear participants
 comment that a particular blender cost $50 new or that blouses sell for $1 in garage sales. A
 full discussion of prices in the garage sale is beyond the scope of this paper, but I want to note

 that garage sale prices are also subject to negotiation. The garage sale is one of the few places
 in the United States, along with flea markets and rummage sales, where it is acceptable to
 bargain for inexpensive items. Insofar as the prices for garage sale goods are amenable to
 adjustment, they seem less commodity-like to Western shoppers, who are accustomed to fixed
 prices that they are unable to influence.

 Lewis Hyde says of commodity exchange: "It's as if the buyer and seller were both in plastic
 bags; there's none of the contact of a gift exchange. There is neither motion nor emotion because

 the whole point is to keep the balance, to make sure the exchange itself doesn't consume
 anything or involve one person with another" (1983:10). In the garage sale much exchange can
 remain relatively anonymous, especially in larger urban and suburban settings in which sellers

 and buyers are most likely not to be acquainted from other contexts. In this situation, garage
 sale exchange may be no more socially engaged than purchasing aspirin at a local convenience

 store. When the buyer and seller have other ties, however, be they neighbors, friends, or
 relatives, it becomes unclear whether or to what extent elements of commercialism prevail. The
 amount of payment, if there is any at all, comes into question, and the transactors act
 unpredictably in this uncertain situation. Some shoppers insist on paying as if they were regular,
 anonymous customers, while some sellers refuse to take payment from members of their
 extended network. Certainly, those acquainted with the proprietors almost never initiate
 bargaining, because to do so might be viewed as trying to take advantage of the proprietors.
 Thus, the conventions of exchange in this already mixed arena become even more uncertain
 when previously established social ties exist.

 To a large extent, garage sale trade models market exchange (Gell 1992), masking the degree
 to which it is socially engaged or giftlike. It would be surprising if the garage sale, embedded
 in a market economy, did not reflect elements of the dominant system, as do other redistributive

 mechanisms such as church rummage sales, the Salvation Army store, and barter networks.16

 The market style of the garage sale facilitates the flow of goods in a society already characterized

 by a fragmented sense of community. As one seller notes about generosity in the garage sale:
 "It is a little bit stingier than giving. Giving you would say everything in a garage sale is for free.

 Come and take what you want. And actually, I don't think it would work." Her point is that, in

 an advanced capitalist context, some payment is needed to bring it into conformity with the
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 expected market model and to confer some value on the items. As Dilley (1992) observes, the

 metaphor of the market has become so dominant in the West that it is used to subsume a wide

 variety of exchanges; it has become increasingly difficult to envision any other form of exchange.

 Yet, as I have argued elsewhere (Soiffer and Herrmann 1987), the U.S. garage sale is a site that
 allows transactors to play out incipient ideological structures alternative to those ofthe dominant

 market discourse: reclaiming control over one's labor, creating justice in the marketplace,
 beating the system, and recreating a sense of caring community. Thus, under the auspices of
 market exchange, more socially engaged exchange can occur.

 garage sale goods as gifts

 There are several ways in which things that change hands in the garage sale more closely
 resemble gifts than commodities. The primary giftlike characteristic-that goods, having been

 used, carry something of their original owners-colors all aspects of garage sale exchange, so
 that even the most alienated of commercial exchanges is tempered by this element of
 inalienability. Because garage sale goods are possessions and as such are imbued with the
 identities of their owners, all garage sale exchange to some extent complicates mutually
 exclusive notions of gift and commodity by generating a more or less "inalienable commodity."

 The inalienability is enhanced when sellers transmit personal sentiments and memories along
 with the goods they sell. Yet other elements of garage sale exchange are also giftlike in the
 Maussian sense. The second giftlike element of garage sale goods I will address is their giveaway

 prices. The token payment, one that can be influenced by bargaining, renders many of these
 goods "semigifts." Finally, there is the aspect of outright giving, which occurs not only on the
 part of the sellers but also on that of shoppers when they give their garage sale purchases away

 as gifts. Sellers may also make gifts of the proceeds from their sales to various worthy causes.
 In all the several combinations and inflections of these aspects of garage sale exchange, the
 social relations are more binding among the participants than those typically generated in
 commodity exchange. Furthermore, in many exchanges, both the buyer and seller actively
 construct new meanings and sentiments about objects, rendering them inalienable at the very
 moment of monetary exchange, an obvious complication of oppositional gift-commodity
 models.

 possessions and the spirit of the gift

 One of the key elements in Mauss's original essay is that the gift is inalienable; something of

 the donor is passed along with it. "To give something is to give a part of oneself .... In this
 system of ideas one gives away what is in reality a part of one's own nature and substance,
 while to receive something is to receive a part of someone's spiritual essence" (Mauss
 1967[1925]:10). Since goods in the American garage sale have been used, they also transmit
 something of the original owners, whether physical signs of wear (such as nicks, stains, or
 scratches), emotional associations, or a sense of subtle contagion. Goods that were originally

 purchased as commodities, and were therefore anonymous and interchangeable, have been
 transformed through personal possession into unique items. Kopytoff (1986) calls such goods

 "singularized"; each time they change hands, a new provenance is added to their "life histories."
 For some, the fact that garage sale goods have been used and have a history (i.e., as erstwhile

 possessions) is one of the principal allures of shopping at garage sales. One young seller prefers
 garage sale purchases because items have a history: they have served. This sense of history can
 be general-knowing that an unspecified individual has used the item-or it can entail knowing
 that a particular individual has used it. Such shoppers may prefer garage sales to other outlets
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 for secondhand goods such as rummage sales or flea markets precisely because, in the former,

 they encounter the original owners of what they have bought and so can claim to be taking
 away something of the previous owners with their purchases.

 Research demonstrates that many Americans, like people in some preindustrial societies,
 accept the sympathetic magical law of contagion (Rozin et al. 1989). Scientific proof to the
 contrary notwithstanding, they think that even casual physical contact with people with AIDS,

 for example, has a contaminating effect (Rozin et al. 1992). They act as though objects could
 be permanently affected by contact with people, whose relative success or desirability is
 transmitted to their possessions.17 The transfer of possessions in the garage sale is therefore far

 more laden with meaning than merely deriving use value from secondhand goods. Since buyers

 act as though they take home some essence of the sellers, the contagion'8 from such purchases
 (particularly from those who are unattractive or from dilapidated areas) could be undesirable.19
 Conversely, items purchased from successful people are attractive. Shoppers seek out affluent
 neighborhoods, not only because they believe the goods will be better, but also because they
 believe they will receive a better kind of contagion; they boast of where they purchased
 something as if that added to the social value of the object.20 Constructions of class, race,
 ethnicity, and sexual orientation are also important factors in the type of contagion shoppers
 believe they will derive from sellers.

 Used items sold at garage sales also carry personal memories. As Belk (1988) notes, objects
 can "contain" personal contents and become part of their owners' extended sense of self. Sellers

 can pass on their memories and attachments when they sell things to absolute strangers in the
 garage sale: "Those were my favorite pair of jeans" or "That was my grandmother's rug, but I
 have no place for it here. Think of my grandmother when you use it." At one sale, I purchased
 a framed watercolor painting. The male seller insisted that I select one of the photographs of
 the female artist to go along with it. The artist had once followed the seller to Sarasota in hopes
 of forming a long-term relationship, but things had not worked out. In some way, it eased the

 seller's conscience to transfer the watercolor with memories intact, thereby constructing an
 inalienable possession at the very point of monetary exchange. If I were, in turn, to pass the
 painting along, I would no doubt retell the tale of the seller and the artist and point to her
 photograph on the back of the painting. I would then describe how perfectly the watercolor
 blended in color and pattern with the wood in my back room, thereby adding another chapter
 to the painting's "life history."

 It is because garage sale goods are possessions, many still containing their owners' sentiments

 and memories, that many sellers operate as least as much by the motivation of placing their
 items in good homes as by that of earning money.21 The epigraph for this article, for example,
 illustrates how important it is for some sellers to view the transfer of their belongings as adoption

 by a suitable owner. A mathematician, looking forward to clearing out items from his earlier
 years, stated, "It will be fun to seethe people who get the things and can actually use them."

 Shoppers may purchase goods with the same logic in mind and may assure the sellers that
 their ceramic planters or aunts' dressers will be appreciated and treated with care. It is not
 uncommon for shoppers to tell stories of sellers who have touched their lives, in however brief

 and small a way. Terry Parker, a library clerk in her twenties, provides a striking example of
 this:

 Once I got a sweater that was this beautiful hand-knit wool sweater for $1. It was a gorgeous, gorgeous
 sweater of Huntington wool, a plaid knit sweater. This is a real hard thing to do. It is real complicated and
 real gorgeous. I have had it for a long time now. I just started talking to this woman and I just liked her so
 much. She was such a mom. She knitted this sweater for her daughter and her daughter was like my age
 and hated it. She just hated this sweater; she never once wore it. That woman probably spent $20 on yarn
 and sold it to me for $1. One dollar!... I remember where this woman's house is. This sweater is starting
 to fall apart, but it is something like a memorial to her, you know, her motherly love.... Sometimes you
 just strike a matchup with someone or something.
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 Sellers, too, speak of how they transmit something of their lives in the objects they pass along.

 One woman who lives in a town of 400 in the Adirondacks observed that in such a small place
 there are constant reminders of garage sale transactions: she frequently sees individuals dressed

 in the clothes she has sold them. A freelance author wrote about the ties created among
 individuals through the transfer of items, along with their memories, at garage sales. Her
 recollection of the buyer's joy at inexpensively acquiring a rocking chairthat had once belonged
 to her aunt evokes the spiritual dimension of Mauss's gift:

 I felt a mysterious awareness of the unity of human experience: that as the chair passed from me to that
 aging woman, the two of us shared something of our lives and ourselves. I do not know where my aunt
 got the chair; I do know that she valued it, and spent some of the lonely nights of old age sitting in it
 reading mystery stories until her eyesight failed. I know that she held my mother on her lap in that chair,
 and me and my children. I can only imagine it in the life of its new owners. [Paterson 1981:771]

 Hyde speaks of the gift as "erotic" because it establishes relationships between people. In
 contrast to commodity exchange, he asserts "that a gift establishes a feeling-bond between two

 people" (1983:56). These examples suggest that something of the original owner, analogous to
 Mauss's "spirit of the gift," is passed along and provides the potential to create a feeling-bond
 between shopper and seller. While I do not claim that the relationship that develops through
 the transfer of garage sale items is of the same intensity or importance as that discussed by
 Mauss, or by those who examine ongoing gift relationships in the West (e.g., Cheal 1988), I
 argue that it is often qualitatively different from that of mundane commodity exchange,
 particularly in that transactors construct unique meanings about the transmission of objects in
 sales.

 giveaway prices

 The tension between the commodity- and giftlike aspects of garage sale goods is clearly
 apparent in pricing practices. Insofar as there are going rates or a loosely defined garage sale
 market, sellers who price at the high end of those levels and above operate more closely to the

 logic of the marketplace and their goods are largely commodified. Other sellers, who for a
 variety of reasons "just want to get rid of things," price their possessions low, even for garage
 sale rates. At one sale I attended, everything-from sweaters to jewelry-went for ten cents. We

 could speak of such prices as being giftlike, even though money changes hands, because of
 what we would indeed call their giveaway amounts. Akerlof (1984), an economist, similarly
 explores the notion of partial gifts in U.S. economic exchange, with the difference that he focuses

 exclusively on labor exchanged for specific wages.
 Low prices are one of the hallmarks of garage sale exchange. One female seller in her thirties

 described selling children's clothes "for just nominal amounts of money, which is practically

 like giving them away." Some shoppers, familiar with garage sale prices, will actually remind
 sellers who price high that "this is a garage sale"-a place where prices are supposed to be low.
 Similarly, Ruth Landman (1987) noted that, although garage sales are women's work, they are
 "not for the money," since the income derived is negligible when one considers the labor
 involved. One seller spoke of children's clothes, one of the staples of garage sale trade, in these
 terms:

 I gave a lot of stuff away.... Only for someone who needed them. And I gave them a lot.... If somebody
 likes the clothes and they're going to use them, and if they've got one child and another one on the way ...
 I threw in a couple extras. If they bought one or two things I might charge them full price. But if they
 bought a lot of them, I took about $5 off of each order. It felt good. It always feels good.

 This quote captures the dual nature of charging money for possessions and thereby
 commodifying them, yet doing so in a flexible manner so that, in a particular transaction, they
 may be reconceptualized as gifts.
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 Since the money charged for things that change hands in the garage sale is often minimal,
 sellers face the dilemma of whether or not to commodify certain possessions-that is, of whether

 to sell them or to give them outright to a friend or neighbor. For example, I witnessed the refusal

 of one woman to lower the $6 price on a colorful skirt on the grounds that the balance of
 considerations would then shift in favor of simply giving it to her friend instead. As another seller

 expressed it, "With certain things, you look atthem and say, 'I would rather give this to someone
 who would love it rather than feel cheated out of what it's worth.' " This attitude underscores

 the fact that, although cash payments are made for garage sale items, these payments are often

 so small that the transactions are practical ly giveaways. Some sellers would prefer the emotional

 satisfaction and social solidarity that derives from giving items as actual gifts to people they
 know.

 The payment of some money allows garage sale transactors latitude to negotiate the degree
 to which they want to exchange goods as gifts or commodities. Many would be uncomfortable
 with a totally unmediated giving relationship with strangers, and some monetary exchange
 makes the degree of gift or commodity exchange voluntary. In this way, the giving can more
 closely approximate the ideology of the pure or perfect gift as unconstraining (Carrier 1990a).
 In 1994 a social worker who had just lost her job spoke of how she found herself giving many

 things away at her sale. A single mother, who had only $40, came to her sale and asked about
 furniture, since she had virtually none at home. The seller had a couch, an armchair, and a
 lamp, all in good condition, which she offered to the shopper free of charge. Yet the shopper
 insisted on paying her $40. In this way she could retain a sense of dignity and avoid feeling
 indebted in a gift relationship in which she could not reciprocate, although her "purchase" was

 in fact a heavily subsidized gift-a point that the seller duly noted.22
 The ambiguity of treating garage sale goods as gifts or commodities because of the token

 payment allows those, such as single mothers, who are at a status disadvantage to save face.
 This is similar to the token payments Stein (1989) reports in the used goods "shop" attached to
 a soup kitchen; asking the impoverished recipients of necessities such as fans or clothing for
 token payment allows the buyers to construct their transaction as getting a bargain instead of a
 handout. In this sense, as in Davis's (1992:54-56) example of the "disemic" (Herzfeld 1987)
 constructions of Trobriand urigubu, nominal payments in the garage sale arena allow both
 parties latitude for interpretation; in this case the actors can view the transaction as commercial

 and nonbinding while disguising the degree to which it is actually an act of giving.
 Ambiguities in garage sale exchange can also lead to differing constructions of the same

 transaction by the parties involved. Carrier (1992a:191) presents a situation in which the price
 of the sago sold by a mainland trader to the Ponam Islanders was lowered to a level that the
 trader viewed as partly a gift, whereas the Ponams viewed it as having been sold at its proper
 commodity price. Differing interpretations occur frequently in the garage sale, especially during

 price negotiations. One seller, for example, was selling her hardcover books for $2 each and
 thought she had "given them away" when a buyer bargained her down to $1, citing the fact
 that most hardcover books sell for 50 cents to $1 at sales. The seller, who valued the books and

 believed that even at $2 the buyer was getting a great deal, constructed the transaction as a
 partial gift, whereas the purchaser saw the transaction as primarily commercial insofar as the

 final price was within garage sale range. The literature on exchange provides little guidance on

 how to handle variations in individual perceptions, a theoretical gap that complicates complete
 reliance on actors' perspectives to define the nature of the exchange, as does Davis (1992).

 The relative proportion of gift elements to commodification in individual transactions is also

 influenced by bargaining. Although some sellers mark their possessions at prices higher than
 they are willing to accept in anticipation of bargaining, the bargaining process provides the
 opportunity for the buyer to contribute something personal to the transaction. In some cases,

 the personal element may be the satisfaction of having negotiated a better price. In other
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 instances, buyers may provide a piece of their personal lives in exchange for lower prices,
 although neither buyer nor seller would necessarily so view matters during the process of
 negotiation. At one sale a student of about 20 asked the woman seller if she would take $3
 instead of the $5 marked on a framed print, since, the shopper said, "It's perfect. I have a mug
 with just the same picture on it in my room." The seller, who was otherwise not inclined to

 bargain, accepted the offer. The buyer had proffered some personal piece of her life in exchange

 for $2 of monetary payment, a giftlike reduction, especially since it involves personal sentiments

 that have been shared. To press this illustration, we could say that the $3 paid in the transaction
 was the commodity portion and that the $2 not paid was a gift, a clear illustration of the mixed

 commodity-gift nature of much of garage sale exchange.
 The tension between trying to derive as much money as possible from the sale of used

 possessions and pricing them low so that they sell encapsulates how U.S. garage sale practi-
 tioners implicitly use the categories of commodity and gift to inform their garage sale trade. The

 woman quoted earlier who stated that garage sales are "a little bit stingier than giving" went on
 to say:

 There are giveaway prices. The prices are so low that people benefit.... I'm also giving to myself when
 I have a garage sale [with the money made]. I'll lower the price for somebody who looks like they could
 use it, like the people who bought the car seat.... I went down to $7.50 because I felt she could use it.
 My last garage sale I gave away some snow pants and stuff to this woman who obviously needed it at the
 end of the sale.

 This woman frames representative notions of how prices, and concomitant social relations, are
 constructed between the implicit notions of commodity, and, in a more muted way, gift. I have

 overhead a number of proprietors express similar notions: "This is half garage sale and half
 giveaway" or "It is cheaper to give stuff away at a garage sale than to haul it to the dump." While

 rationalized economic concerns may be primary in their characterizations, the notion of giving

 appears as the other end of their conceptual spectrum. Since the market model is dominant, it
 is sometimes difficult for participants to articulate experiences of giving in the garage sale,
 although they usually recognize them when they hear them described and often themselves
 engage in giving and receiving in their garage sale practices without so labeling their actions.

 "it's just giving"

 It is common for sellers simply to give things to shoppers, notably to children and to those

 who appear to be in need, especially when this provides others with life's basic necessities. A
 lawyer moving from rural Pennsylvania admitted that she did not expect to feel so philanthropic

 about holding her sale; another woman gave an old stove to a couple who drove up in a wreck
 of a car. A seller living in a large Saratoga Springs, NY, home commented about her sale:

 I think I'm helping others out, too. Not everyone can afford to buy new. I've had lots of people [who
 needed things]. One poor woman yesterday bought pillows for her children's beds-only 25 cents apiece.
 But children I just gave things to. I believe in recycling.

 Sellers sometimes prefer to hold a sale rather than donate items to charity, despite the fact that

 taking the tax deduction may yield a greater financial return and is certainly less work, because
 they actually want to see those to whom they give.23

 Giving in the garage sale is often unpretentious and unmediated. One older woman said of
 her generosity to others, "It's not charity, it's just giving." In organized charity, the giver is
 generally of a higher social class than the receiver (Collins 1988; Ostrander 1984; Stein 1989);
 thus, charitable institutions (re)create and reinforce markers of social stratification. Collins
 (1988:43-44) observes that charity is readily converted into status, particularly by the middle-

 and upper-class "ladies bountiful." The giver gains easy symbolic capital since the recipients,
 who are poor, cannot reciprocate. Although most shoppers purchase goods from those of equal
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 or higher status, the presumed equality of the transactors and the usual payment of money in
 the garage sale mitigates much of the inequality of the exchange. As Mauss noted for Western

 exchange generally, the parties are relatively equal; this is also the case in Botswana, where
 those of equal status, even strangers, can playfully "demand" gifts and services (Durham 1995).

 Not all status differences are erased in garage sale exchange and, insofar as there is inequality

 in the status of the transactors, the giver, in accordance with Mauss's model, is privileged in the

 transaction. Comfort levels in giving and receiving vary by individual among those of unequal
 status. Jeffrey Leiter (1989), reflecting on holding his own garage sale, agreed with my earlier

 depiction of garage sale exchange as giving (Soiffer and Herrmann 1987). Yet he felt as though
 the exchanges were more marketlike when blacks or the poor made purchases because they
 did not respond with gratitude. Some sellers find themselves most able to "give" to those of
 similar backgrounds, while others primarily do so to those in apparent need and thus of lower
 status. Some recipients save face by providing token payment. Despite inequalities in status,
 giving in the garage sale is more egalitarian than giving in charitable institutions because it is

 spontaneous, face-to-face, and not institutionalized. As with so many other aspects of garage
 sale practice, the lines of demarcation between giving and charity remain unclear.

 Garage sales encourage gift giving, primarily because shoppers can purchase so many things
 inexpensively but also because they are a context for finding unique and unusual items. Many
 Americans are reluctant to give items purchased at garage sales as presents for such formal
 occasions as weddings or birthdays because garage sale items have already been used and
 "contaminated" by their former owners. It might also devalue the recipients of gifts to give them

 something purchased so inexpensively. Some people do find formal gifts at sales, but they often
 pick items that are still boxed and unused. A comfortably well-off middle-level manager quite
 frequently gives gifts such as wicker baskets or cheese keepers (still in their boxes), found at

 garage sales, but she has learned that her daughter-in-law does not appreciate gifts from this
 source. For other people gifts from garage sales can be "prestige" items that help to solidify
 shared, usually countercultural values such as recycling, buying secondhand, enjoyment of
 kitsch and bizarre styles, and a shared appreciation of garage sales.

 Most gifts from garage sales are used for informal or impromptu giving. Shoppers buy for
 friends, families, coworkers, and for those in need; for example, a man recently purchased a
 ten-cent Mickey Mouse ice cube tray for a coworker who loves Disney items. These gifts are
 usually given unwrapped-in contrast to formal Christmas giving, in which almost all presents
 are subject to the "Wrapping Rule" (Caplow 1984). Frequent shoppers find that others give them
 "wish lists" of items-china patterns, jigsaw puzzles, circular saws, or whatever the various
 members of their personal networks need or want-to seek at sales. If the desired items are

 found, they are often given with no compensation expected, as a shopper in her twenties
 observes:

 I get things for everybody-friends, relatives. I've gotten furniture, jewelry, picture frames, dishes, cups,
 and even a tea pot. Some people ask in advance or they're things people collect.... I just get them for
 gifts and have never asked to be repaid.... Friends of mine, my sister, and my mother have also given
 me tons and tons of stuff from sales.

 This captures the manner in which personal networks are solidified by often inexpensive garage

 sale gifts,24 and, because shoppers can buy so many things for so little money at garage sales,

 they can also become small-time philanthropists for friends and relatives. Many simply set aside

 their garage sale purchases as future gifts, waiting for the right people to come along, while
 others store goods specifically for children who come to visit.

 Shoppers may use garage sale purchases to equip classrooms, supply the basics for groups
 such as resettling Tibetans, or to help friends in need. Sellers often give such items outright, or
 at least reduce the prices, when they learn of their destinations. I once observed the white sellers

 of several pieces of furniture return the money to the African American woman who purchased
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 them; once they learned that these items were intended as furnishings for the apartment of a

 mentally disabled woman (social services paid the rent but did not provide furnishings), they
 refused payment. Such sellers demonstrate an appreciation for a generalized social good in their
 acts of garage sale giving.

 Sellers, too, receive a gift or bonus in the form of extra cash when they hold a sale. Because

 of the separation in time between purchase of an item and selling it at a garage sale, many sellers

 feel as if they are getting "found money." As one male seller put it, "You paid for the stuff at one

 time, but that's ancient history!" Proceeds from a sale are often earmarked for special extras
 outside the regular budget (Zelizer 1994); informants have used them for redecorating, a
 diamond ring, or a weekend trip. These proceeds can also be used as gifts for others, whether
 groups (such as Girl or Boy Scouts) or individuals. For example, an aunt and other female kin
 organized a garage sale in the black section of a small Kentucky town to help to pay the tuition
 for a nephew at a private high school (Burnside 1991).

 garage sale reciprocity

 What we see emerging in the garage sale is a nuanced form of trade, one that fluctuates
 between the social relations of the gift and those of the commodity. Insofar as social relations
 are marketlike, money is the payment for possessions exchanged and no further reciprocity is
 expected. As relatively anonymous exchanges, the parties have no further obligations after their
 garage sale transactions are completed. Insofar as exchanges in the garage sale generate gift
 relations, the items are given to some generalized other and received from no prescribed other
 (unless the transactors know one another from some other context). In this regard, reciprocity
 in the garage sale is best spoken of as "generalized" (Sahlins 1972:194) or as characterized by
 notions of hospitality, sharing, and generosity. No defined counterobligation is engendered on
 the receipt of gifts in generalized reciprocity, although some emotional response, such as giving

 or receiving gratitude, may be elicited or even expected. There is only a diffuse obligation to
 reciprocate if and when one can, but reciprocation may never in fact occur. As Sahlins notes,
 generalized reciprocity is most often found among the family or close kin; thus this form of
 exchange, as has been previously established, links the garage sale with the home.

 Lowenthal's social economy (1975), here among working-class families, is a related model
 for garage sale exchange, one in which social relations are valued above profits. As in
 generalized reciprocity, members respond to exchanges of goods and services according to a
 principle of "adequacy of response," which may or may not engender obligation depending on
 one's ability to respond. Although there are no requirements for participants in the garage sale
 to reciprocate in specific ways, some want to "give back" where they can, insofar as they believe

 they have derived benefit from garage sale exchange. One seller said about holding a sale before
 moving:

 I'd been thinking of having one for a long time. It was a way of participating in this yard sale culture.... I go
 to dinner parties and you have to give one in return. You just can't go to dinner parties and never give
 one. That means everyone else is doing all the work and you're just benefiting.

 This statement reflects the notions of hospitality and sharing that run through garage sale
 exchange. It also evokes the spirit of the gift, prodding the beneficiary to reciprocate, in this
 case by holding a garage sale.

 Although there are no specific types of reciprocity required for outright gifts or giftlike
 exchanges in the garage sale, often emotional contents or pieces of transactors' lives are
 exchanged in the process. It is not uncommon for garage sale givers to expect gratitude and
 appreciation for their goods from recipients (e.g., Leiter 1989), an expectation also held by the
 higher status volunteers serving the poor in soup kitchens (Stein 1989). Cahill and Eggleston
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 (1994) point out that even unsolicited acts of assistance require wheelchair-bound recipients
 to respond with "deferential gratitude," a kind of emotional currency used to even exchanges
 that may be perceived as unbalanced. In the process of negotiating a reduced price or an outright

 gift, recipients frequently offer a piece of their lives or some emotional tidbit to the seller;
 sometimes, buyers simply admit that they only have a limited amount of money with
 them-such as $3-and get items at reduced price as a result. My point here is that, although
 there is a generalized sense of reciprocity in the garage sale, exchanges can become quite
 complex and multivalent when one considers them in their entirety.

 Unlike gift exchanges in small, relatively closed communities, garage sales occur in a
 pluralistic society, and there is diversity in the range of motivations and styles of the participants.

 While many exchanges are giftlike, others are closer to balanced reciprocity (Sahlins 1972),
 and some might even be characterized by negative reciprocity insofar as there is an attempt to
 "maximize utility at the other's expense" (Sahlins 1972:195). A few sellers may try to pass off
 broken or marred goods as in good condition;25 some shoppers, often dealers who are buying
 to resell, may shrewdly purchase a valuable item for a pittance, unbeknownst to the seller.
 Although generalized reciprocity best characterizes garage sale exchange, balanced and even
 negative reciprocity are evidenced by those operating most closely in accord with the logic of
 the marketplace.

 conclusions

 The garage sale can be seen as an alternate economic form embedded in the prevailing market
 system of advanced American capitalism. Following the market template, the garage sale
 involves the payment of money and the display and merchandising of goods. Given the current
 ascendancy of the market model, it is hard to envision a form of exchange that does not, at least

 superficially, conform to its dictates. Yet the market model also obscures the degree to which
 a more socially engaged style of exchange has developed in the garage sale. What appears on
 the surface to be the shopkeeper's self-interested activity and entrepreneurial spirit actually
 covers a range of exchange styles, from the saliently commercial and individualistic to a concern
 with the needs of others. Contrary to the market model, the garage sale encompasses acts of
 outright giving, partial giving, and the connection of people through the spirit of the gift in which

 something of the original owner is passed along. Garage sale goods are used as gifts, and the
 proceeds from sales are often donated to worthy causes. Yet, insofar as the garage sale does not

 take place within a face-to-face small society, these acts of giving are usually bestowed on
 strangers and do not automatically oblige countergifts. Thus the predominant style of reciprocity

 in the garage sale is generalized though balanced; even negative reciprocity may best charac-
 terize some exchanges nearer the commercial end of the spectrum. In many of these instances,
 garage sale exchange has identifiably giftlike characteristics.

 It would be a mistake, however, to overemphasize the giftlike elements or to essentialize
 garage sale exchange as gift exchange. Shoppers and sellers operate with varying degrees of
 economic rationalization and many exchanges are quite commercial. Some sellers operate
 mini-garage sale businesses and other, more casual sellers try to maximize their profits;
 transactions in these cases may be little different from those in anonymous commercial
 establishments. In fact, sellers who try to extract as much money as possible from their goods
 appear more distasteful, even "slimy" in the language of one informant, than do proprietors of
 regular commercial establishments, in part because of the more intimate and noncommercial

 setting of the home and in part because of the convention of low garage sale prices. The garage
 sale, however, does provide the potential, coming as it does from the home, for more
 personalized social relations. In the final analysis, it is to the degree to which the garage sale is
 about connecting people, instead of solely about exchanging goods, that it acquires a gift-exchange
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 dimension. These social relations can literally vary from exchange to exchange, while never
 becoming as markedly commercial as those that characterize most retail trade. At the same
 time, the social ties created are rarely as strong as traditional forms of American gift giving such

 as those in the pockets of American society where more gift-based relations prevail (e.g., Dow
 1977; Stack 1974).

 The phenomenon of garage sale goods has many levels and exhibits much complexity; it
 embodies rationalized exchange and expressive interpersonal ties. Giving money as a gift
 (Zelizer 1994) is similarly complex. Money is the medium of market exchange and yet, as a gift,

 it effects a tie of more intimate social relationship; thus, the boundaries of using money as a gift

 must be carefully constructed. In the same vein, the boundaries of each garage sale exchange
 must be carefully examined to determine the degree of gift giving involved. Garage sale goods

 may be either gifts or commodities, readily shifting between the two poles, or may embody
 some features of both categories at the same time. The tremendous flexibility in attaching prices

 to objects in the garage sale allows for great variability in the construction of commodity-like
 or giftlike exchange between transactors. This malleability is further complicated by the ability

 of shoppers to influence prices through bargaining and through the sharing of an array of
 personal information and sentiments with sellers, sometimes in the place of money. In each
 transaction, buyer and seller actively construct meanings about the exchange that are carried
 by the objects, rendering them at times hybrid varieties of "inalienable commodity." This form

 of trade consequently serves to counter the characterization of gift and commodity as mutually

 exclusive. In addressing exchange theory, Valeri finds it helpful to provide "some space for the
 mutual determination and modification of commodity and non-commodity forms in their
 concrete historical entanglements" (1994:20), which the garage sale example amply provides.

 In this article I have offered a contribution to understanding the complexity and differentiation

 of exchange and its social relations in the United States. The case of the garage sale shows that
 the contours and meanings of exchange are more nuanced than those permitted when the
 models of gift and market exchange are essentialized (see, e.g., Carrier 1992a, 1992b). It also
 counters the view of the West as solely a commodity system, one where autonomous actors
 attempt to maximize their positions with no regard to social ties or personal sentiments. While
 some of this behavior does occur in the garage sale, much of it is socially engaged and highly

 personal. The analysis also maintains the utility of the dichotomy between gift and commodity,
 which some-such as Appadurai (1986) and Davis (1992)-would prefer to reformulate. Parry
 (1986) reminds us that the distinction between gift and commodity is actually an invention of

 the West, one that, I argue, remains an appropriate model for American ethnography, providing

 an insightful paradigm for analyzing social relations. This dichotomy also underpins the
 discourse of garage sale participants about the meanings and value of their transactions. In other

 words, the gift-commodity distinction is an emic contrast, part of contemporary American
 culture, as well as an analytic one.

 Garage sale exchange also raises a number of issues for anthropological theory. It demon-
 strates the need for a model that utilizes a gift-commodity distinction, albeit a chastened and

 flexible one, that accommodates the shifting circumstances and the concomitant social relations

 of exchange. There is currently no model in the literature that adequately represents the
 fluctuating quality of garage sale exchange, without also losing the cultural framework of gift
 and commodity that informs participation. There is also a need for further investigation of
 Western forms, such as auctions, that-following Dilley (1992) and Gell (1992)-operate in
 ways contrary to the neoclassical formulations of the market, even while they are assumed to
 be market exchanges. This touches on the distinction between the surface appearance and
 underlying reality of exchange forms that so troubles Davis (1992:2-6). We must find a way to
 address discrepancies between surface and underlying realities that does not automatically
 sacrifice underlying structures. Garage sale exchange also raises the problem, discussed by
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 Carrier (1992a), of how to define exchange when actors have differing perceptions of what they

 are doing, even during the same transaction. Strict reliance on actors' experiences for defining
 such exchange-the solution advanced by Davis (1992)-cannot alone adequately address
 such discrepancies.

 notes

 Acknowledgments. I would like to thank James G. Carrier, Frank Hearn, Michael Herzfeld, Alexandra
 Jaffe, Lew Zipin, and the anonymous reviewers of American Ethnologist for their instructive comments on
 earlier drafts. As ever, I am grateful to Steve Soiffer for his initial encouragement and inspiration. I am also
 very grateful for the New York State/United University Professions Professional Development and Quality
 of Work Life grants during portions of 1 985, 1987, 1990, and 1994 that have allowed me to conduct research
 on and to write about garage sales in the United States.

 1. All informants' names have been changed to protect their identities.
 2. Research for this study of garage sales has used participant-observation and interviews as the primary

 means of data collection. From 1981 to the present I have interviewed, in varying degrees of depth, over
 200 shoppers and sellers and attended and observed over 1,700 garage sales. Many of the interviews were
 tape-recorded. Those interviewed include European Americans, African Americans, Asian Americans, and
 Hispanic Americans, and members of the working and middle classes. Although the primary research site
 is upstate New York and includes town, small city, rural, and suburban populations, my investigations in
 other cities and suburbs in different regions of the country and a review of the numerous newspaper and
 magazine accounts indicate that the garage sale phenomenon is relatively homogeneous throughout the
 United States and Canada.

 3. I use these constructs as ideal types (Weber 1949).
 4. I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for emphasizing this point.
 5. Garage sale exchange can include at least the following types from Davis's British repertoire (1992:29):

 altruism, barter, buying/selling, charity, donation, giving, profiteering, reciprocity, shoplifting, shopping,
 swapping, theft, and trading. The social relations entailed in these British modes of exchange are similar
 enough to those found in the United States to permit comparison.

 6. Shoppers are far more likely to get a bargain at sales without paid intermediaries, so that "genuine"
 garage sales are much better for bargains.

 7. For a thorough discussion of demographics of the garage sale see Herrmann (1990:1 06-131)
 8. In a questionnaire I administered to shoppers, 63 percent of the respondents claimed to attend sales

 at least every other week and a full 75 percent attended at least once a month (Herrmann 1990).
 9. I would argue that the garage sale setting, as an extension of the home, puts people on their "polite"

 behavior and can help to break down cultural stereotypes of the "other," so long as there is not a perceived
 "invasion" by the "others."

 10. See Herrmann (1990:230-233) for a fuller discussion of the conflict between commercialism and
 hospitality.

 11. Small mom-and-pop stores, street venders, flea markets, and secondhand stores are often similar to
 garage sales in sociability and informality. In the garage sale, however, the hospitality aspect is often
 accentuated by serving free beverages, such as coffee, and at one memorable sale, advertised as a "garage
 sale party" and decorated as such, the host even served beer.

 12. My research indicates that approximately two-thirds of the shoppers and sellers in sales are women.
 13. Those sellers who are most interested in making money-"perpetuals," "people in desperate straits,"

 and "entrepreneurs"-are at the most commercial end of the garage sale continuum, and their exchanges
 are most likely to be marketlike as well as alienated and alienating. In contrast, those sellers most interested
 in the social and housecleaning aspects of sales-"group sellers," "housecleaners," and "dabblers"-are
 more likely to engage in the least commercial and most giftlike style of exchange. Those in the middle-"re-
 tired sellers," "veterans," "struggling young folks," and "movers"-appreciate the money generated by their
 sales, yet do not necessarily see it as their primary motivation.

 14. Other forms of second-hand selling, such as flea markets, tag sales, and consignment shops, also
 have their own markets or "going rates."

 15. Maisel (1974) argues that in the flea market, prices for "utility" items (e.g., housewares, luggage,
 clothing, furniture) are pegged to retail replacement costs, whereas prices for items of "cultural significance,"
 such as antiques, collectibles, and fad items, are more subjective and volatile. The distinction does not
 entirely hold for the garage sale, however. Because garage sale sellers do not need to make a profit on items
 and may be involved in selling for other than monetary reasons, their prices may be lower than those in flea
 markets.

 16. One local barter network has received considerable national attention for creating its own currency.
 The front of its notes ("Ithaca Hours") reads: "In Ithaca We Trust"; and the back reads: "Time is Money."
 Many local businesses and individuals use these notes in payment for a wide variety of goods and services.

 17. Because possessions are believed to be linked to their owners, the way in which these possessions
 are treated by others may reflect emotional attitudes. For example, it is not uncommon for people to
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 "devalue" their former spouses by selling their things for next to nothing at a garage sale (see McMillan
 1992:94-95 for an excellent depiction of a "trash your ex" sale).

 18. The idea of the contagion of goods in the garage sale is strikingly similar to children's notions of
 "cooties," something that will rub off from (often undesirable) individuals.

 19. The felt sense of contamination deters many from shopping at garage sales and other outlets for used
 goods. Further, my own observations and those of O'Reilly et al. (1984) indicate that, among those who buy
 used items, many avoid the contamination of items that are intimately associated with another's body, such
 as underwear.

 20. Many sellers from better neighborhoods also seem to believe that their used goods are more valuable
 than comparable items found in other neighborhoods: they often charge higher prices.

 21. I want to thank James Carrier for highlighting this point.
 22. The shopper insisted on paying the seller in this case, in order to retain a sense of dignity in the

 exchange. As a social worker, the seller accepted the payment, but noted to me afterwards that it was still
 a form of giving because she could have received a lot more money for the items.

 23. If sellers in the 28 percent tax bracket, for example, donate an average sweater to charity and value
 it at $10.00, they would shelter $2.80 of their taxable income. The modal price range for such sweaters is
 between $1.00-$2.00 at garage sales and clothing often does not sell well, so they might do better financially
 by taking a tax write-off for many items, especially clothing.

 24. Occasionally an item will be used as a social tie between garage sale acquaintances. At one sale I
 observed, a shopper I was interviewing purchased a brass peacock for 50 cents; she later gave it to Tony
 Gallato, a garage sale regular, because he had recently given her something she liked from another sale. I
 again saw the peacock at Tony's house, part of his collection of over 300 brass items, when I went there to
 interview him.

 25. There is a remarkable degree of honesty in the garage sale (as opposed, for example, to the level of
 deception stereotypically associated with used car sales), and the discomfort caused by any dishonesty is
 mitigated by low prices (see Herrmann 1990:224-226).
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